art & literacy.
Resource Pack
These art & literacy resources function as scaffolds. They can be used by students and teachers from Foundation
to year 12 to support the development of literacy and capacity to Describe, Identify, Discuss, Compare, Analyse,
Interpret and Evaluate visual artworks in line with the requirements of the Victorian Curriculum (Visual Arts) and Art
and Studio Arts Study Designs. Each of these resources can be used by students individually, in pairs, small groups,
or as the basis for a class discussion, and all have the potential to foster cooperative learning.

abc graffiti.
A quick brainstorming activity that draws on prior knowledge to get students thinking about words and phrases
related to an artwork. The ABC graffiti activity can be used prior to an activity to stimulate new thinking, during an
activity to record new terms or concepts or as a summary activity to show new learning.
Give each student an ABC Graffiti sheet and have them brainstorm for three minutes, recording words or phrases
for each letter of the alphabet related to the artwork. If students start the activity individually, a second task can be
to have two minutes for students to write down additional words (with an aim to fill their sheet) through sharing with
peers.

elements and principles cards.
Each of the current elements and principles is presented on a card with lines for notes.
Give each student, pair, or small group one of the cards and have them record words, thoughts and questions about
the element or principle in relation to a specific artwork. The recorded information can then form the basis of a class
discussion with each individual, pair or group sharing their thoughts.

lotus planner.
The Lotus Planner (to be presented A3) is a scaffolding tool used to record details about and observations of an
artwork as a draft for a written description and analysis. The centre 9 square grid features words that are then
transposed to the outer 9 square grids. For example, Details is transposed to the centre of the 9 square grid above
the word, and in the 8 squares around students record details like the title, artist’s name, birth/death date, country of
origin, year/country artwork was created, size, exhibition/gallery it was seen, etc. Each 9 square grid can then form
the basis of a paragraph.

describing art scaffold.
The Describing Art Scaffold breaks up the description of an artwork into small ‘chunks’.
Students study the fore, middle and background of an artwork and record their observations as dot points according
to What (subject matter), How (materials and techniques), Why (artist’s expression of ideas/beliefs or the meaning)
and their own personal response (interpretation and/or evaluation). The scaffold is used as the basis of written
paragraphs which describe the artwork and reveal the student’s personal response.

comparing art scaffold
The Comparing Art Scaffold is an expanded version of the Describing Art Scaffold. It supports students to compare
two artworks and becomes the basis of written paragraphs which reveal similarities and differences in subject matter,
materials & techniques, artist’s intent, viewpoint or expression, and a personal response.

comparing art venn diagram.
This Venn Diagram is a basic learning tool to support students to identify similarities and differences in two artworks
individually, in pairs, small groups, or through a whole class discussion.
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scaffold.

Describing Art
What has the artist
created?
(What can you see?)

How has he/she
created it?
(What techniques
has he used?)

Why did he/she
create it like this?
(What effect has he
created?)

My response
(I feel/think/react …)

Foreground:

Middle ground:

Background:
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Foreground:
Middle ground:
Background:

What has the artist (1)
created?
(What can you see?)

What has the artist (2)
created?
(What can you see?)

How has she/he created it?
(What techniques have they
used?)

How has she/he created it?
(What techniques have they
used?)

art & literacy.

Why did she/he create it like
this?
(What effect have they
created?)

Comparing Art Scaffold

Why did she/he create it like
this?
(What effect have they
created?)
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Venn Diagram

In what ways are the two
artworks alike?

What are the main differences between the two artworks?
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